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Summary 

Neurological, communicative and behavioral disorders afflict a significant part of 
the population in industrialized countries, and these disorders can be expected to 
gain in importance in the coming decades. In a considerable number of these dis- 
orders impairments in plasticity, i.e. deficiencies in the adaptive and regenerative 
capacity of the nervous system, play a central role. This paper considers the possi- 
bilities and probabilities of future improvements in treatment and prevention for a 
number of nervous system disorders following from neural plasticity research. Sub- 
sequently, it discusses the overall health policy implications of progress in the area 
of neural plasticity research and development in particular, and the neurosciences 
in general. 
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Introduction 

The quest for knowledge about the human nervous system, especially the in- 
quiry into the structure and functioning of man’s brain, is one of the most complex 
challenges in science. Neurosciences is the multidisciplinary scientific field, which 
investigates the normal and abnormal development, organization, and operation 
of the nervous system. At present the basic mechanisms underlying nervous sys- 
tem disorders are largely unknown. However, the field is in great motion as in- 
creasingly advanced monodisciplinary technology and know-how is applied to what 
in essence are multidisciplinary problems. Examples of developments, that are 
evolving towards multidisciplinarity, are the application of recombinant-DNA 
technology to the understanding of age-related diseases such as senile dementia; 
the application of non-invasive imaging techniques to provide anatomical and 
functional information about specific brain regions; the application of micro-elec- 
tronics and new materials to develop sophisticated neurological prosthetics; or the 
application of information-processing paradigms to examine psychological and 
cognitive processes. In the coming years, the continuous application of advanced 
technology and know-how, and the intergration of monodisciplinary approaches 
into multidisciplinary programs can be expected to result in new and improved 
preventive and treatment measures for neurological, communicative, and behav- 
ioral disorders. 

At present these nervous system disorders - which include, among others, de- 
mentia, affective disorders, impaired vision, multiple sclerosis and nervous system 
trauma - afflict a significant part of the population in industrialized countries. Most 
of them are chronic and dehumanizing diseases, which lead to an immense amount 
of personal suffering, as well as raising issues for society such as the need for and 
cost of care and support. For example, in several countries the inhabitants of nurs- 
ing homes consist predominantly of patients with dementia and stroke. Further- 
more, as many of the neurodegenerative and communicative disorders are corre- 
lated with age, their prevalence can be projected to rise in future due to aging 
population structures in most countries. 

Thus, emerging and future technological applications of neurosciences research 
may well have large implications for the organization and delivery of health care 
and subsequently perhaps for mortality and morbidity patterns of nervous system 
disorders. In a field as culturally sensitive as that involving the functioning of the 
human brain with its relation to quintessential issues such as mind, nature of con- 
sciousness, autonomous expression of will, or intelligence, certain technological 
deveiopments may also raise social and ethical issues. 

In recognition of the high scientific and technological potential of the field on 
the one hand, and the potentially large implications of new technological appli- 
cations for our health sectors on the other, a prospective assessment of possible 
new developments in the neurosciences has been recently undertaken in the Neth- 
erlands [l]. The study was part of an overall project analyzing future health care 
technology, described earlier on in this Journal. In this paper some findings are 
presented concerning a specific area of research within the neurosciences, i.e. 
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progress in research on neural plasticity, and the potential implications of ad- 
vances in this area of research for future health care. 

Neural plasticity research and development (R & D) 

Over the years, questions concerning the human brain and its role in cognitive 
functioning have inspired generations of neuroscientists. Although even in 1987 we 
are far from understanding the physiology of brain and behavior, recent research 
findings are yielding - sometimes unexpected - insights. A number of these find- 
ings, for example, show that, contrary to traditionally held beliefs, the central 
nervous system is not a static network of cells merely arranging communication 
between organs within an organism or between the organism and its environment. 
The nervous system is increasingly perceived to be of a much more dynamic na- 
ture, which allows it to adapt to changing internal and external environments. 

Commonly, the term neural plasticity is used to describe the adaptive capacity 
of the nerve cell, or neuron. It is now recognized that this adaptive capacity plays 
a key role in the development of specific neural networks and in the response of 
neurons to trauma. Furthermore, it has been shown that dynamic changes in the 
synapses (that is, in those places where neurons communicate with each other) may 
lead to totally different communication patterns, resulting in an altered output of 
the brain. 

Following this, it is not surprising that neural plasticity is the subject of research 
of a variety of disciplines in the neurosciences. It can be studied at the molecular 
as well as at the neurophysiological level. Both morphologists and behavioral sci- 
entists have sustained interest in this area. Increasingly more clinicians have come 
to realize that age-related deficiencies of the nervous system, including deficiencies 
in cognitive functioning, may be explained by a continuous decline in neural plas- 
ticity. 

In this paper we then define neural plasticity broadly: the ability of the nervous 
system to change its activity as a result of ongoing and previous experience or in 
response to injury. The following examples illustrate some recent advances in neural 
plasticity research. 

Sprouting in network development and repair 

Originally it was thought that damaged nerve cells would not survive. Yet, more 
and more it is becoming clear that depending on the type and place of injury neu- 
rons have the capacity to regrow their damaged cell processes. Evidence is accu- 
mulating to suggest that post-trauma neural responses are rather similar to those 
molecular processes that guide the organization of neuronal networks during de- 
velopment of the nervous system. In particular, the interplay between growing ax- 
ons, the surrounding glial cells and the target tissue is of great interest in this re- 
spect . 

At present, several families of so-called neurotrophic factors - i.e. factors that 
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are responsible for neuronal survival and growth - can be distinguished (21. The 
best studied neurotrophic factor is the nerve growth factor (NGF). Most of the 
well-documented effects of NGF occur in the peripheral nervous system. Evi- 
dence, however, is accumulating that NGF is also beneficial to central nervous sys- 
tem neurons [3]. Currently, much research is devoted to the identification, puri- 
fication, and characterization of neurotrophic factors. The search is facilitated by 
the introduction of well-defined in vitro model systems, high-performance sepa- 
ration procedures, and recombinant-DNA technology. Furthermore, various cell 
surface components, such as cell adhesive molecules and gangliosides, and growth- 
associated proteins have been shown to play a role both during development and 
after damage [4,5]. 

More and more scientists are focusing on the role that these trophic factors may 
play in pathological conditions. The first and most studied condition is the acute 
damage of the nervous system. However, their role in polyneuropathies, amy- 
atrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease is also 
being investigated. Likewise, the importance of the defective or deficient supply 
of trophic factors to normal aging of the peripheral and central nervous systems is 
currently under study. The Nobel Committee recognized the potential of this area 
as it awarded Levi-Montalchini and Cohen the 1986 Nobel Prize in Physiology or 
Medicine for their pioneering work on nerve and epidermal growth factors. 

Synaptic plasticity 

Modification of the brain on the basis of experience, learning, or memory is 

among the most essential manifestations of the plasticity of the nervous system. A 
matter of great interest for neurobiologists, therefore, are the plastic changes in 
the nervous system responsible for learning. An important line of research at pres- 
ent is providing evidence that learning can be described in terms of known and 
specific changes in the synapses of the brain [6]. 

The demonstration that the functional contacts between neurons, where the ac- 
tual exchange of information takes place, can be modified by the activity of the 
nerve cells themselves, has had a dramatic impact on our thinking about the way 
in which neuronal networks process and preserve information. Long-lasting changes 
in these synaptic contacts were shown to alter the properties of the network in- 
volved [7]. A whole array of plastic changes were demonstrated via internal elec- 
trical stimuli from biochemical and morphological events to external behavioral 
stimuli*. 

While synaptic plasticity has bearing on the neural basis of learning and mem- 
ory, it may also play a significant role in understanding the deterioration in cell- 

* If and when these lines of research may prove to be successful in future, the implications of a new 
understanding of basic premises of learning and memory for educational paradigms and systems could 
well be so vast that they can only be guessed at. Such implications will not be considered in the section 
infra dealing with policy implications, since a review of educational mechanisms on the basis of bio- 
logical considerations would require a separate monograph. 
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to-cell communication as observed in epilepsy. Recent studies have indicated that 
a new potential class of anti-epileptic drugs occupy the same cellular receptors that 
are active in the aforementioned synaptic plasticity [8]. 

Environmental factors and neuronal plasticity 

Environmental factors play an important role in establishing and maintaining 
nervous system plasticity. Nutrition, drugs, environmental agents, or occupational 
exposure to toxic agents may influence nervous system plasticity [9,10]. So far, 
knowledge concerning the direct influence of these factors on plasticity in the adult 
nervous system is relatively scarce, except for their effect on plastic phenomena 
such as learning and their stimulation of plastic processes due to neuronal injury. 
In future, however, environmental factors may be found to directly influence the 
loss of trophic factors responsible for the maintenance of particular types of neu- 
rones [ll]. The effects of these factors on the human developing brain have been 
studied more extensively, e.g. neurotoxic exposure may result in certain devel- 
opmental disorders which involve neuronal plasticity in the brain [12]. 

Motor and sensory experience, including social interactions, are another type of 
environmental factors that affect plasticity. The importance of these factors has es- 
pecially been shown by stimulation and deprivation experiments in animals [13]. 
For example, animal studies concerning an “enriched” environment indicate 
changes in anatomy and biochemistry of the brain, and subsequent behavioral 
changes. 

Technological developments based on plasticity research 

On the basis of these and other advances in plasticity research, new technol- 
ogical applications for nervous system disorders are appearing. In general, 3 major 
technological approaches can be discerned in this respect. 
(1) The first approach concerns nervous tissue transplants. During the last few years 

transplants have been carried out with increasing frequency, especially in ro- 
dents, and have attracted considerable interest in the medical profession and 
the public. It has been shown, for instance, that embryonic brain tissue can be 
incorporated both anatomically and functionally into the adult animal central 
nervous system [14]. While the primary importance of neuronal transplants 
currently is in their use as a research tool, the success of certain transplanta- 
tion experiments suggests that they might also be clinically useful. Applica- 
tions have been proposed both for the neurodegenerative disease and for 
nervous tissue injury through trauma. 

(2) Plasticity research subsequently opens possibilities for new pharmacological 
developments. At present, two major pharmaceutical strategies can be dis- 
cerned. The first strategy involves the efficacy of general growth factors. In 
general, characterized growth factors, or their synthetic analogues, may pro- 
vide a lead in the development of effective new drugs to treat both neurode- 
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generative diseases and nervous system injury. The second strategy involved 
specific cell-surface components, such as cell adhesive molecules and ganglio- 
sides, which have been observed to play a prominent role in the regulation of 
neuronal growth in the developing and adult nervous system, both during 
physiological conditions and after cell damage. Gangliosides have been asso- 
ciated with increased survival of damaged neurons and also with sparing from 
secondary cell loss. Furthermore, there is evidence that gangliosides and growth 
factors interact, according to this model, gangliosides enhance the efficacy of 
growth factors [15]. 

(3) Finally, as environmental factors may increasingly play an important role in 
establishing and maintaining nervous system plasticity, interventions in both the 
physical environment, such as regulation of neurotoxic agents, and interven- 
tions in the social environment, such as specific behavioral programs (e.g. for 
the elderly) may be used to increase plasticity and thus ameliorate or enhance 
human health. 

Future implications of neural plasticity R & D for the health 
sector 

From the previous it can be concluded that the areas of research and technology 
development included under neuroplasticity are germane to a considerable num- 
ber of health-related problems. In order to illustrate this more specifically, the fu- 
ture applicability of above-mentioned technological approaches will now be con- 
sidered for the following disease categories: Parkinson’s disease, senile dementia 
of the Alzheimer type, and central and peripheral nerve cell trauma. 

In the case of Parkinson’s disease, specific neurons that produce the transmitter 
dopamine progressively degenerate and die. These cells are localized within the 
brain in the substantia nigra and project to the neostriatum. The major manifes- 
tations of Parkinson’s disease are its characteristic tremor, rigidity and the inabil- 
ity of the patient to initiate voluntary movements. The motor and, sometimes, 
cognitive abnormalities accompanying the disease in a more advanced state can 
render a person completely disabled and ultimately, shorten life-expectancy. The 
estimates of prevalence vary between 60 and 180 per 100,000 in various industrial- 
ized countries (in absolute numbers, e.g. probably more than 250,000 patients only 
in Western Europe, with for instance 28,000 patients in the Netherlands) [16]. De- 
spite the fact that treatment with the drug L-DOPA is generally a rather effective 
pharmacotherapy in terms of symptomatic treatment, unfortunately, it does not 
interfere with the underlying disease process. Definitive treatments or preventive 
measures inhibiting the degeneration of the neurons concerned, or even stimulat- 
ing regeneration, still have to be found. 

Currently, however, applications of neural plasticity research to Parkinson’s dis- 
ease are developing at a speed that would have been unimaginable to neurologists 
10 years ago. Recently, the first intracerebral neural transplants in humans were 
performed in Sweden, Mexico and the U.S.A. with a few severely ill patients, who 
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were unresponsive to L-DOPA treatment [17,18]. In the first clinical applications, 
tissue from the patient’s own adrenal glands (with the ability to produce the same 
transmitter) was implanted close to the brain region in need of the specific trans- 
mitter. While these patients had some temporary modest improvement, it is still 
too early to evaluate the efficacy of these transplants. Although cell or nervous 
tissue transplants in localized neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson’s, may 
prove to be a viable treatment in the coming years for certain patients, well-de- 
signed clinical studies to determine efficacy and effectiveness, and cost-effective- 
ness would be imperative before widespread application is to be considered. Fur- 
thermore, as it becomes apparent that the use of human fetal tissue for 
transplantation may provide better results than using the patient’s own chromaffin 
cells from the adrenal medulla, one is already at present confronted with complex 
ethical issues. 

In terms of future preventive measures, recent research seems to implicate both 
infectious and neurotoxic agents as possible causes of Parkinson’s disease by way 
of affecting the plasticity of the nervous system; for example, a newly identified 
important toxin which produces a syndrome resembling nearly all the symptoms 
seen in classical Parkinson’s is MPTP. Both a number of chemical scientists who 
synthesized compounds requiring preparation of MPTP or its derivatives, and ad- 
dicts who injected themselves intravenously with self-manufactured pethidine an- 
alogues including MPTP, developed Parkinson’s disease [19]. The extent to which 
Parkinson’s disease induced by insecticides, fungicides, and herbicides is also due 
to MPTP and/or its metabolites may well become an important area of research 

PO]. 

Ever since the interest in the “graying of our nations” took solid root in Western 
societies and it became clear that dementia in the elderly, in its many manifesta- 
tions, was becoming a much more widespread problem than originally recognized, 
concern with the aging of the human brain and related disorders such as senile de- 
mentia of the Alzheimer type (SDAT) has been on the rise as well. At present, for 
example, approximately 7-10% of the Dutch population, 65 years of age and older, 
has some form of dementia [21], with SDAT accounting for about 50% of the ir- 
reversible dementias. 

Worldwide, no consensus on diagnosis or disease stage classification so far has 
been reached [22]. The pathogenesis of SDAT is largely unknown. Neuropathol- 
ogical assessment of post-mortem brain material yields the presence of an extraor- 
dinary number of senile plaques and twisted filament protein tangles. Despite the 
fact that for some years it was thought that - in analogy to Parkinsonism - the 
primary cause of SDAT was a specific loss of cholinergic cells in the nucleus of 
Meynert, it is now evident that many parameters of neuronal and glial function are 
involved. It is hard to tell what are primary and what are secondary changes in the 
brain of the Alzheimer’s patient. 

Although it has been proposed that nerve cell transplants may constitute a fu- 
ture therapy for Alzheimer’s disease [23], in view of the generalized nature of the 
pathology (in contrast to localized brain diseases such as Parkinson’s), the poten- 
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tial therapeutic use seems to be limited. Instead of transplants, other technological 
approaches are deemed more likely to provide effective treatment in the future. 
A pharmacotherapy employing neurotrophic factors should be able to delay fur- 
ther deterioration, provided the disease has been diagnosed in an early stage [24]. 
A number of major pharmaceutical companies are seeking a solution in this di- 
rection, but have not reached the stage of more extensive clinical testing as yet. A 
major problem which still needs to be solved before trophic factors can be effec- 
tively used in the human nervous system involves the route of administration and 
the resulting bioavailability of the drug at the site of the degeneration or lesion. 

An alternative therapeutic approach based on plasticity research, involves the 
concept of an “enriched environment”. Research on both healthy and demented 
elderly people suggests that brain and behavioral functioning can be influenced by 
environmental interventions, such as physical activation or, as mentioned earlier, 
behavioral programs [25]. Socially stimulating environments may in fact slow some 
of the symptoms of dementia and may delay institutionalization [26]. In general, 
studies on the effects of environmental interventions upon mental processes are 
relatively scarce; however, it ‘is to be anticipated that this area of research may 
rapidly expand as insight into the mechanisms of plasticity increase. On the other 
hand, with new therapeutic interventions emerging for SDAT, the ability of de- 
mented persons to give informed consent needs specific consideration. Demented 
persons in most cases cannot adequately judge the risks involved in research, and 
thus lack the necessary legal capacity to provide informed consent. Ethical and le- 
gal issues center around the question who should decide whether these patients 
should be part of clinical trials, and what the standards should be for ensuring pro- 
tection of their rights, thus to an extent constraining the practical possibilities for 
the expansion concerned. 

Accidents involving central or peripheral nerve trauma account for a large num- 
ber of deaths and disabilities each year. Many survivors of brain and spinal cord 
damage continue to have some form of disability [27,28]. Since most victims are 
below 35 years of age, the long-term costs of their care are often enormous. Injury 
involving peripheral nerves regularly results in lasting deficiencies; although pe- 
ripheral nerves may display some regenerative outgrowth, functional recovery is 
often poor. 

Although some progress is made in our understanding of what adaptive capac- 
ities the brain has and how to mobilize them, it is highly questionable if nerve cell 
transplants will become an effective approach in the coming years to ‘treat those 
who have suffered from brain damage due to accidents. More results in this re- 
spect can be expected from pharmacological treatments, e.g. intracerebral injec- 
tions of growth factors have been shown to enhance neuronal survival, and injec- 
tions of purified gangliosides seem to reduce several behavioral deficiencies [29,30]. 
With regard to spinal cord injuries, various transplantation strategies may be used 
in future to restore function below the lesion. Research on so-called “locomotion- 
generators” (groups of neurons in the spinal cord essential to locomotion) and ef- 
forts towards constructing an unbroken pathway from the site of the lesion (pass- 
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ing or bridging the area of the lesion itself) to the target muscle may lead to prac- 
tical clinical applicability [31]. The prospects for peripheral nervous system trauma 
are more promising in the short term. Good clinical functional results have been 
obtained using autologous nerve grafting techniques. In addition to nerve tissue, 
‘polymers’ are now being used to ‘bridge’ gaps and stimulate regeneration of nerve 
fibers. Much work is furthermore directed towards biochemically enhancing the 
regeneration of peripheral nerves; local administration of trophic factors, for in- 
stance melanocortins, at the site of the nerve damage by means of new drug de- 
livery systems remarkably enhances peripheral outgrowth and subsequent recov- 
ery [32]. 

Having considered the potential clinical applicability of developments in plas- 
ticity research for a limited number of disease categories, let us now turn to over- 
all policy issues pertaining to the area of plasticity research and development. 

Policy conclusions 

Present-day neurosciences research in general and plasticity research in partic- 
ular is at an exciting stage of its development with new scientific findings appearing 
at a rapid pace. The momentum that we observed in the previous paragraphs 
promises to result in new technological applications in the years to come. In this 
paper 3 major technological approaches have been discerned in this respect: nerve 
tissue transplants, pharmacological developments, and environmental interven- 
tions. What then is the relevance of these future interventions for health care pol- 
icy making today? 

It was shown that impairments in plasticity are pertinent to a considerable num- 
ber of nervous system disorders. Whereas cardiovascular diseases and cancers still 
dominate present-day mortality pattens in most industrialized countries, morbidity 
and functional disability measures increasingly indicate the importance of nervous 
system disorders. For example, for a Western country like the Netherlands mental 
diseases accounted for 23.5% and muscular-skeletal diseases for 22.8% of the 1983 
disability pensions, while cardiovascular diseases accounted for 10.9% and cancers 
for 1.8% of total pension disbursements in that country [33]. Trendwise, extrap- 
olations would show that neurological, behavioral, and communicative disorders 
may gain significantly in importance in the 1990s and beyond. Hypothetically 
speaking, it would not even be beyond the imagination to postulate that the large 
question-mark governing the guestimates which (combination of) disease patterns 
would be the successors to cardiovascular diseases and cancers beyond the 199Os, 
may well be answered by a disproportionate relevance, possibly even a dramatic 
priority-gaining of the neurological, behavioral and communicative disorders in the 
first decennia of the next millenium. 

At this moment our health care system would not be geared to respond in any 
way to such a shift in priorities. An effective health care policy response needs to 
take into account the possibility and dimensions of such a shift; insight therefore 
is required in changing structures of health needs and demands on the one hand 
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and the probabilities of future effective health care interventions on the other [34], 
This paper is concerned with the probabilities of improvements in prevention 

and treatment of certain nervous system disorders following from plasticity re- 
search. Given the consistently rapid pace of progress, we conclude that the prob- 
ability of such new technological applications emerging for injuries involving nerve 
tissue trauma and Parkinson’s disease in the coming decade is high. However, if 
no sudden breakthroughs occur, widespread clinical application for a complex dis- 
ease category such as Alzheimer’s disease may well take another 10 years. The 
moment that such new clinical applications emerge, however, large-scale impli- 
cations for the delivery of health care and concomitant expenditures can be ex- 
pected. For instance, if the application of results of plasticity research would delay 
the institutionalization because of SDAT for 5 years, rough calculations indicate 
that the number of demented persons in Dutch nursing homes would decrease by 
26% in the year 2000, compared with a no-change scenario [35]. In view of long- 
term depreciation periods, these kinds of implications need to be taken into ac- 
count in present-day planning of and investments in health care facilities, such as 
hospitals, long-term care institutions or their future alternatives. Furthermore, the 
consequences of the aforementioned developments for health care manpower 
planning and for overall health care expenditures need to be considered as well, 
including both their potential to decrease costs - as with certain preventive meas- 
ures - and increase costs. With regard to the latter, the issue of recurrent expend- 
itures of treatments over longer periods of time is of importance, e.g. the costs of 
follow-up treatments (possibly over a period of 50 years) of a 20-year-old trauma 
patient receiving nerve tissue transplants. Inattention to these kinds of future de- 
velopments and their various degrees of probability could well result in serious 
“losses” for the health sector, thus underscoring the need to take future alterna- 
tives into account and adjust health policy plans accordingly. In view of the im- 
portance of nervous system disorders, health care policy makers may - in addition 
- decide to try and close the gap from research findings towards clinical applica- 
tion more rapidly, by assuring adequate access to technological, financial, and hu- 
man resources. 

In conclusion, above-mentioned considerations seem straightforward issues of 
management and strategic planning in view of new data and new priorities, i.e. 
adapting the present system to future probabilities. One major caveat must be put 
forward, however. The warning would concern the social, ethical and judicial as- 
pects surrounding future technological applications in the area of nervous system 
plasticity. Planning and management into the 1990s of disease categories involving 
the most sensitive of human functions should not be confused with the planning 
and management of, e.g. a material good like electronic mail into the 1990s. If 
health policy is to make itself familiar with this new field - a purpose to which this 
paper hopes to contribute - and is to react sensibly to the new probabilities out- 
lined above, it would do well to actually initiate a timely debate on such social and 
ethical issues itself. 
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